
 

 

Category: Corporate and Business Communications Campaign 

Company: Refresh PR and STM Photography 

Entry title: The Food Porn Awards – The Next Course 

 

 
Brief and objectives: 
In 2015, Refresh helped to create and execute the inaugural Food Porn Awards (FPAs) in 
collaboration with STM Photography (STMP). STMP creates imagery for leading 
organisations across the food and beverage (F&B) sector. The innovative campaign was 
created to find the finest looking food from eateries across the North-West and support 
STMP in targeting potential clients in the region, which has seen exponential growth in new 
café/restaurant/bar openings/redevelopments over recent years.  
 
Following a successful first year, STMP wanted to make the scheme bigger and better in 
year 2 (Y2).  
 
Objectives:  

1. Increase awareness and position STMP as a leading F&B photography studio in the 
North 

2. Create a second year awards programme that is ‘bigger and better’ than year one 
(Y1) in terms of reach 

3. Generate quality business leads  
4. Raise awareness of STMP among key influencers  
5. Secure funding from sponsors 

6. Create reciprocal exposure for all involved.  
 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

Research showed the North-West restaurant sector was continuing its growth in 2016, 

presenting an ongoing business opportunity for STMP- it was therefore natural for the 

awards to continue here in Y2. In order to make Y2 a success but equally ensure it was 

manageable within the limited budget, Yorkshire and Cumbria were selected as additional 

target regions. 

The team decided to approach companies for sponsorship to fund the additional work 

created. 

Target audiences for the Y2 campaign were therefore:  

 Eateries across the North-West, Cumbria and Yorkshire 
 Potential sponsors  



There are a number of challenges associated with communicating with the audience 

including their view of the perceived value of professional food/drink photography. This is 

partly down to the increasing trend for customers to take pictures of food via smartphones, 

sharing them via social media.  

Other considerations included: 

 Many  restaurants had entered without being shortlisted in Y1, so needed re-
motivating 

 Involvement must fit around working hours/busy periods  

 Chefs view their trade as an art. To gain respect/attention, the audience must 
resonate with activity 

 Sponsors needed to be identified/approached/engaged 

 Mutually beneficial campaigns are preferred by the audience. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 
Taking research into consideration, it was clear that a creative and integrated campaign 
which resonated with the target audiences was crucial in order to address the 
communications challenges and meet the objectives.  
 
Far from just an awards scheme, the FPAs Y2 is a multi-layered communications strategy 
comprising PR, social media, video, photography, events, influencer engagement and 
outbound marketing activities. 
 
Tactics: 

 Eateries from North-West, Cumbria and Yorkshire asked to enter images of a dish 
into either the Fine Dining, Casual Dining, Alternative Eats or Boutique Pubs 
category 

 Entry process quick and free–all other industry awards charge 

 Entries judged and shortlisted by expert panel, secured by Refresh 

 Finalists attended one of two Cook-Off events where they recreated their dishes to 
be photographed by STMP 

 Judges selected a finalist for each category and one overall winner in each region 
from anonymised photos taken during the Cook-Offs 

 Prime exhibitor space at the Northern Restaurant and Bar(NRB) exhibition, social 
media support and inclusion in the show’s live schedule. Winner was announced at 
show’s peak visitor time  

 Wrap up celebration event/launch of Y3 
 
Rationale: 

 Quirky use of language in the awards’ name to engage audience 

 Capitalises on increasing use of #foodporn 

 By undertaking official photography, STMP has access to influencers/new customers 
and has the opportunity to demonstrate the value of professional photography 

 Mutually beneficial-sponsors get free PR/awareness raising in return for 
involvement. 

 

Implementation of tactics: 
Timeframes 2016/2017: 

 July-September: Planning 

 October: Launch 

 December: Shortlisting 



 January: Cook-Offs 

 February: Judging 

 March: NRB/winner’s announcement 

 March-present: Following-up on leads, reporting/measurement 
 
Implementation included: 

 Developing/managing an integrated comms campaign, liaising daily with STMP 

 Engaging/managing third-party agencies and event plan 

 Securing sponsors-Hobs, WhiteNoise Media, Stephensons and Churchill. To ensure 
we secured the funding needed, Refresh created a database of contacts from Y1, 
made phone calls and met companies face-to-face with a professional/engaging 
sponsor pack 

 PR/media relations-calling for entries, announcing shortlist, promoting ‘Cook-Offs’ 
and unveiling winners 

 Organising/managing Cook-Off events 

 Organising credible speaker for NRB 

 Managing NRB relationship 

 Attending NRB, managing announcement and engaging influencers 

 Executing post-event survey 
 
Marketing agency activity: 

 Creation FPA website, videos and winner’s collateral 

 Social media 

 Regular eshots. 
 

Measurement and evaluation: 
The campaign was measured/evaluated in-line with objectives:  
 

1.     Increase awareness:  
 Entries: 40% increase from Y1 

 Finalists included top chefs from Menagerie, The Botanist and The Grill on the Alley 

 350 attendees at winner’s announcement  

 47 media cuttings. OTS of 9,077,978. Sentiment 85% positive, 15% neutral 
  

2.     Make Y2 ‘bigger and better’ than Y1:  
  Proven by increase in results across all metrics  
  

3.    Raise awareness among key influencers:  
 Photoshoots with finalists at Cook-Offs 

 Unmeasurable face-to-face interaction with NBR attendees 

 Visits to the stand by top chefs and decision-makers 
  

4.     Secure funding: 
 Secured sponsors 
  

5.     Create reciprocal exposure for all involved: 
 Sponsors mentioned in 75% of media coverage 

 8 e-shots delivered 
 



Budget and cost effectiveness: 
The FPAs proved extremely cost-effective, generating an extensive new business pipeline 
for STMP.  
 
Phil Marshall, STMP Director: “The Food Porn Awards was a creative way of engaging with 
prospective clients and we’ve built a brand with real longevity. Combined with the influx of 
new business leads we’ve received following the awards, this proved a seamless campaign 
that achieved exactly what we needed it to.” 
 

 


